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False alarms plague dormitories
off."
The UMO and Orono fire departments both respond to fire alarms on
campus.
Wind-borne dust has tripped smoke
Mustering the volunteers and respondetectors, triggering dormitory fire -"
to each alarm, Fielder said, costs
ding
spring
since
times
six
alarms at least
the department about $120.
break.
Duane Brasslett, Orono fire chief, said
Peter Noddin, student coordinator of
manpower and equipment use costs
the
the UMO fire department, said the
Orono $275 per hour for the aerialalarms in Cumberland Hall alone have
ladder and pump trucks. The trucks are
been triggered five times.
out of the station about a half-hour for
Cumberland Hall study lounges have
false alarm, he said.
each
gusts
opened
when
and
large windows,
The costs, however, are not the' main
of wind stream througlclriggering the
worry, Fielder said.
alarms, he said. —
Students may react like the villagers
Catherine Wood, Stewart Complex
in. Aesop's fable of the boy who cried
director, said the fire department has not
wolf. He said they may become jaded by
notified her of any preventive steps needtoo many false alarms.
ed to be taken.
"This is a very important concern,"
"If it is accidental and not
Fielder said. "Studies indicate that when
malicious," she said, students will not
people don't take alarms seriously, their
be charged for false alarms.
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"A smoke detector is a
problem
device," said Chief _of Fire Services
the electrical shop is replacing the smoke
David Fielder. "Dust in the wind is sensdetectors that are susceptible to dust.
ed by the smoke detector and it perceives
goes
and
The university uses two types of detecsituation
dangerous
it as a

by Ned Porter
Staff Writer
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tors — an ionization and a
photo-electric.
"Both types are equally safe as far as
the residents are concerned," Fielder
said. "The type most affected by wind
is the ionization."
Jonathan Allen, of J.B. Allen Co., a
New Hampshire firm which inspected
the alarm system in dormitories during
spring break, said ionization alarms
maintain an ionized field which, when
disturbed, sets off the alarm.
The photo-electric alarms have a light
-beam which is shot to a receiver. The
alarm is triggered when the beam is
obscured by 20 percent.
Robert Eslin, stores coordinator of
UMO's Central Supply, said the photoelectric type costs $53.25 and the ionization alarm costs $59.54.
Dean Herweg, of the electrical shop,
said, "We've changed over the older
systems, in Wells and Stewart. At the
time they (the ionization alarms) were in• stalled, they were supposed to be good.
When they developed problems they've
been changed."

Tierney campaigns on better federal ties
by Ned Porter
Staff Writer
The biggest issue of Maine's gubernatorial campaign is the state's relationship with the federal gcniernment, said
James Tierney, a candidate for the
Democratic nomination who spoke in
the Memorial Union Thursday as part
of the "Politically Speaking" series.
Tierney, who is currently Maine's at-
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torney general, said the cuts required by
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill will
have a severe impact. "Congress voted
for it knowing the Supreme Court will
probably strike it down."
"The government's trade policies have
left hundreds unemployed," he said,
"then the federal government just walked away from job training."
Acid rain is also a national problem,
he said. "We can't control interstate

pollution with laws passed in
Augusta."
Congress should help the states in the
Midwest that would be hurt by stringent
anti-pollution laws, he said. "But the
federal government has walked away
from all responsibilities."
"The environment is inextricably tied
to the economy which is inextricably tied
to education," Tierney said.
(see TIERNEY page 2)

Future of teacher quality
addressed by top educator
by Ned Porter
Staff Writer
The teaching profession is at risk and
the root of the problem is the difficulty
of attracting qualified students. the 1985
national teacher of the year said Thursday night.
"We must make it more attractive,"
Therese Dozier said. "We need to provide starting salaries equal to those in
other professions, and financial incentives to remain in the profession.
"It can no longer be a sophisticated
way of starving to death."
Dozier's speech capped two days of
meetings.with students and faculty of
the College of Education and area
educators.
If education is to be saved, she said,
"We must encourage, not discourage
students seeking to enter our profession.
"We are role models for our children.
We must project that we truly believe in
the value and dignity of the teaching
profession."
The public school system, staffed by
inspired teachers, she said, "is the
greatest success in this natidn."
To maintain this success, teacher's
working conditions have to improve, she
said. "Teachers must be freed from noninstructional, non-academic demands on
their time."

The great tragedy of lunch, bus and
detention hall duties, she said, is the time
lost by teachers with children who
desperately need it. The time teachers
spend with children must be sacred, with
no petty interruptions, she said.
"Teachers need to be given increased
control of decisions that directly effect
the classroom," she said. "Too often
teachers, like children of yesteryear, are
seen but not heard."
Dozens of national studies have
recognized these problems, she said.
"But the commitment must come from
those who control the financial
resources.."
Congress and the states can pass laws
and provide funds, and school boards set
policies, she said, "but in the end it is
the teacher who will determine how successful public education is."
Dozier teaches 10th grade world
history in Columbia, S.C. Her mother
was Vietnamese and her natural father
a colonel in Hitler's Waffen SS, in Vietnam to escape prosecution. Her father
4)1(1 Dozier and her brother to a Chinese
-businessman.
French authorities found them and
placed them in an orphanage. They were
adopted by a U.S. Army officer and his
wife. eventually settling in Punta Gorda.
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Campus
spring cleaning
underway
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
Now that spring has finally
made its way to Maine, UMO's
grounds and maintenance crews
must deal with the ravages left by
winter.
Peter Dufour, associate director
for maintenance, said the university will spend between $35,000
'and $40,000 repairing damage
made this winter, taking down
snow-protective structures around
campus and preparing the grounds
for commencement in May.
Dufour said the weather at this
time of year, as far as snow goes,
is uncertain, so many of the major grounds repair jobs, such as
reseeding the lawns and street
sweeping, are done in May.
"Our crews are starting to pick
up now — raking, picking up
debris, patching roads, taking
down snow fences and guards
around shrubbery. We'll work
steady over the next four weeks
with our crew of 23 people," he
said.
Orman Fowler, grounds supervisor, said it is hard to tell if this
winter left more grounds damage
than previous ones, but "it's no
better than previous years — it's a
mess."
Fowler said the debris pick up is
what is important this time of year,
because that is what detracts from
the looks of the campus.
During the third week of April,
Dufour said, the university hires as
many as 25 vacationing high
school students to rake the
grounds and sweep winter sand off
the sidewalks.
These students work, weather
permitting, six days and get paid
the starting wages for a laborer —
a little more than $4 per hour,
Dufour said.
This temporary help alone costs
the university approximately
$7,000, he said.
The regular grounds crew
members spend their time durihg
the last few weeks of school "getting the campus in top-notch-shape
for commencement" on May 10.
The week after graduation, 20 to
25 college students hired to work
the grounds during the summer
begin their jobs, primarily mowing
the lawns.
The week after school ends is
also when maintenance tents street
sweepers from a company in Yarmouth to finish cleaning up the
sand left from winter.
"We,try to do it when it's the
quietest on campus, because it
creates a lot of dust," Dufour
said.
Renting the sweepers for five
days or so costs approximately
$3,000, he said.
41,14.
Dufour said the overall condition of the campus, with the exception of the roads, is not really any
better or worse than usual.
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•Tierney

continued from page 1)

Addressing a crowd of two dozen in
the Memorial Union's Sutton Lounge, he
said, "The governor's visting committee
was right. It will require more money: I
support the governor's position on that.
"But we have to draw in more people,
creativity and energy to bring the university to the fore.
"We should allow the campus
presidents greater latitude in defining
their campus missions.

"The trustees I would appoint, I hope*
would agree with me on that.
"A healthy university equals economic
development," he said. "There is_ no_
difference."
To bolster the states economy, he said,
"I proposed, as have most other candidates, creating a cabinet level economic
development post."
The state must encourage growth, he
said. "But if they (industry) come ask-

BLOOM COUNTY
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MEP 7I7 sna YOUR MAGGIE
IWO A 064fr sook-Er AND
COWer 5Ur106
MORAWG-

ing for taxpayer support, they should
open their books. When they don't, it
leaves us all in a quandary."
The state does not-have to sacrifice the
environment for jobs, he said. "The
economic question I hear, is,'How can
we have a strong enough economy so I
can stay?' But ask them why they want
to stay, and they say,'Well, I love it here:"
Maine should be involved in the social
services but there should be a shift from

current methods, he said. The state
should continue regulation of the social
service industry, and income
'maintenance payments; he said. "But 1
feel the other services should be done on
a local basis. Community-based agencies, funded by the state, should
distribute them."
His campaign strategy is simple, he
said. "I'll do the very best job in what
I do, and I'll listen to people and try to
answer their questions."

by Berke Breathed
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Classifieds
1977 Volvo Wagon automatic, excellent _
condition. 5X800. 223-5149.(Winterport)
1,2,3 Bedroom apts. and a house availabk
for next fall and in June, Call 866-3560.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDD U

Looking for roommate to share townhouse
in Bangor. S180 - $230 molw utdities.9ill
'
Jim at 942-2827. No smokers please'.
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ORONO APARTMENTS: awl/
showing
awl leasing apoWinetils br wkt WI. for appointment call: 827-2462 or 827-7231.
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Eddington Bradley Road near UMO 1 Fldrm
Apt available immediatly $280 & utilities.
No pets. 947-4115 Mon.-Fri. 8-4 or
843-5584.
SUMMER JOBS at camp for underprivileg-
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ed, 10 to 13 year old New Hampshire boys.
Nine demanding but rewarding weeks on
island based program. $1000 plus room and
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• Pop-Jazz-Classical
12.99-14.99°
•
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•
Dr. Records & Mr. Fixit
•
20 Main St.
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•
Orono, 866-7874
•
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•
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On March 24 at 9 a.m. UMO's
Department of Police and Safety
reported that a UMO student came
to the station to have handcuffs
removed. According to police, the
girl said she was at a party the
night before when someone placed handcuffs on her but did not
have the key to unlock them.
A purse and its contents, valued
at $200 were reported missing
March 24 from a third-floor room
at Penobscot Hall.
Between 4 p.m., March 24 and
7 a.m., March 25, lights were
removed from a Toyota pick-up
parked in the Chadbourne Hall
east parking lot. The lights were
mounted on a roll bar and were
probably removed with a wrench
and wire cutters, police said.
On March 25 between 2:20 p.m.
and 4:20 p.m. a black leather
jacket was reported missing from
the first-floor computer cluster at
Fogler Library.
On March 25 between 2 p.m.
and 5 p.m., police reported that the
rear window of a Chevy Caprice
parked in the Cutler Health Center
parking lot was damaged by a person(s) using a pellet gun.

3
female student was arrested on
Munson Road on charges of OU1.
According to Cpl. Leroy Patterson,
the woman was stopped for
speeding and erratic operation of
a motor vehicle. The woman failed the field sobriety test and was
brought to the station for blood
alcohol testing. The test revealed
no alcohol in the blood stream and
the woman was released.
Randy Merchant, of Northeast
Harbor, was issued a summons for
operating an unregistered motor
vehicle, operating without proper
inspection and a sticker violation.
A double-fold eel skin wallet
was reported taken from the third
floor of Kennebec Hall on March
29 between 3 p.m. and 4 p.m.
On March 29, Kenneth Tyminski was issued a summons at York
Hall for illegal possession of
alcohol by a minor.
Jeffrey Snedgen was issued a
summons for illegal transportation
of alcoholic beverages into a
licensed premise on March 29 at
Lambda Chi Alpha.
On March 29, a wallet containing $102 was reported missing from
the s.l.cond floor of Oxford Hall.

POLICE
BLOTTER
A car registered to John
Mezoian of Orono was towed and
impounded March 26 by UMO
police. According to police,
Mezoian owed $135 in ticket
violations.
Jack Capuano, of Cranston,
R.I., was issued a summons March
26 on Munson Road for operating
a motor vehicle after his license
was suspended.
Three hundred and fifty dollars
was reported missing March 27
from an office at Alfond Arena.
The money disappeared March 27
between 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 a.m.
On Mardi'27, $60 was reported
missing from a third-floor room at
Kennebec Hall.
Roger Gower, of Skowhegan,
was issued a summons for
operating under the influence
March 28 in the Stodder Hall
parking lot.
At 12:14 a.m., March 29, a

COLLEGE
LOANS
REPAID.
If you have a National
Direct Student Loan or a
Guaranteed Student Loan made
after October 1, 1975, and it's
.
not in default,-you can get it paid — -off at the rate of 15% per year
or $500, whichever is greater, it
you qualify.
How? Where?
In the Army Reserve
Serving one weekend a month
(usually) plus mu weeks annual
training and earning over $1,225
a year to start.
Good part-time training
plus getting that loan paid off.
Callus: 942-7153
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by Kelly Mullins
Staff Writer
Through a grant sponsored by the
Women in the Curriculum program, two
UMO professors were able to develop a
mini-course which addressed issues of
sex equity and multi-cultural education
in public schools.
Janice Kristo, assistant professor of
education language arts and reading,
and Constance Perry, assistant professor
of education spoke Tuesday at the
Women in the Curriculum Luncheon
Series.
The objectives of the project were to
increase awareness of sex and culture inequities and to provide ways in which
teachers could eliminate bias in
classroom activities and curriculum
materials.
Their research included looking at textbooks from the 40's, 50's and 60's which
included the Dick and Jane books.
"We rooked back to find out what the
students were reading. The books contained a single family unit, white, where
the mother stayed home and baked
cookies and the father was always in a
suit," Perry said.

Issen1,,
1 iwr das.
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One reason for conducting the project
was to look at subtle forms of sex bias
that occur in public schools. Kristo said
there are differences in the way teachers
talk to boys and girls in the classroom.
Teachers tend to ask boys more thought
questions and girls factual questions.
"Teachers tend to look for format in
girls instead of content. They make comments like "you did a nice, neat job on
that paper; it looks pretty,"Kristo said.
Nineteen students participated in the
mini-course last fall which was part of
a course called Workshop in Elementary/Secondary Education. Students
received 10 hours of on-campus instruction and 10 hours in area public schools.
The textbook chosen for the course
was, "Sex Equity Handbook for
Schools," by Myra and David Sadker.
Last fall students were able to spend a
day with the Sadkers, who were visiting
the Bangor school system.
Students were sent into the classrooms
to evaluate curriculum and teachers.
Most students said they found improvements in textbooks showing different cultures and sex equity.
Alan Delong,junior education major,
said, "This experience has heightened

arch of

UNIVERSITY WORSHIP
11 am Sunday
[own Room - Mem Union

+L+

my aWareness and now I can think
before 1 act."
"What we are doing is helping future
teachers. No one should be expected to
act different from another person even
though they are a boy or girl or black
Or white," Perry said.
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World/U.S. News
Berkeley apartheid demonstration leads to 91 arrests
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — Antiapartheid demonstrators hurled bottles,
rocks and eggs at baton-wielding police
officers Thursday in a clash which led
to 91 arrests, 29 injuries and destruction
of a shantytown on the University of
California campus.
Two men were arrested for allegedly
possessing firebombs after police received a threat that California Hall would
be burned down, and charred paper was
found stuffed in the gas tanks of three
university cars, authorities reported.
The conflict began before dawn when
police placed dozens of demonstrators
into buses to be taken to Alameda County's Santa Rita jail, said university
spokesman Ray Colvig. Hundreds of
other protesters surrounded the buses,
presenting them from moving.
At about 7:30 a.m., police in riot gear

cleared a path through the crowd.
Fighting broke out as demonstrators
hurled bottles, rocks and eggs and blocked the buses by hurling trash cans, setting up makeshift barricades and sitting
in the way.
Eleven protesters and 18 police officers suffered minor injuries that in-.
cluded cuts and bruises, said university
spokesman Tom Debley. Colvig said one
of the injured people claimed to be a
news photographer.
"I saw a photographer get clubbed
and the blood sprayed all over his
camera and clothes," said a student
affiliated with a group called the Campaign Against Apartheid. He would only
identify himself as Greg. Police "threw
and clubbed people out of the way,"
he said.

Alameda County Sheriff's Sgt.
William Gonzales said 89 protesters were
taken by bus to Santa Rita to be booked. Colvig said about 50 others were
photographed and would be subject to
arrest later.
All those placed on the buses were
served with a copy of a temporary
restraining order issued by a judge on
Wednesday that said the cardboard and
plywood shanties are a fire hazard and
block access to university buildings, according to Colvig. The shacks, which
protesters say are symbols of the homes
of South African blacks, were then
dismantled.
Campus police said several bomb
threats had been received on Thursday,
but they said evacuation of university
buildings was voluntary.
The shanties were placed at Califor-

nia Hall where Chancellor Ira Michael
Heyman has his offices. That was the
same site where 61 protesters, including
21 students, were arrested Tuesday after
refusing to remove 14 shanties. Those
shanties were destroyed.
Demonstrators demand that the
university pull out about $2.4 billion it
has invested in companies doing business
in South Africa. Last month, university
regents voted to sell $12.3 million in
Eaton Corp. bonds on the recommendation of an investment review committee
appointed last year to determine how
companies in which the university invests
handle their South African operations.
The protest Thursday was among the
most violent at Berkeley since the 1960s,
when the campus gained an international reputation for student activism.

Woman suspected of planting bomb on TWA flight
ATHENS, Greece(AP) — Police are
a TWA jetliner over southern Greece,
hunting for an Arab woman suspected—killing four Americans; police sources
of planting the bomb that exploded on
said Thursday.
The sources, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said a woman called May
Elias Mansur, a known terrorist, flew on
the TWA Boeing 727 from Cairo to
Athens Wednesday morning. The planewent on to Rome and the bomb explodHauck Auditorium
ed during its return flight from Rome to
Sun., April 4, 8:00 p.m. FREE
Athens Wednesday afternoon.

CHRISTIAN
CLOWNS

APPLICATIONS AND
NOMINATIONS
are being accepted for the
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD
The University of Maine Outstanding Achievement
Award is presented to up to ten seniors and up to three
graduate students who have shown outstanding achievement in one or more of the following areas: community service, student government, entrepreneurship,
science-technology, performing arts, visual arts,
athletics, leadership, academics, journalism-writing, or
other area as specified.

The Italian news agency ANSA on
Thursday night quoted unidentified
Italian investigators in contact with
Greek authorities as confirming that the
suspect was believed to have boarded
with a Lebanese passport in the name of
May Mansur.
- ANSA said she may have boarded a
Middle East Airlines flight to Beirut,
Lebanon, srortly after arriving in
Athens.
The _Greek police sources said the
woman may have passed through Greece
previously.
The blast tore a 9-by-3-foot hole in the
right cabin wall in front of the wing
while the plane was about 15,000 feet
over the ground. A Colombian American man and three GreekAmericans — a woman, her daughter
and 9-month-old granddaughter — were
sucked out.
The plane landed safely in Athens
about 25 minutes later.
TWA President Richard D. Pearson
said in New York Wednesday that the ex-

plosion took place on-the-cabin floor in
row 10 or 11 and blew out seat 10F. TWA
spokesman Steve Heckscher told
reporters in Athens, "The person who
sat in seat 10F (on the Cairo-AthensRome flight)is being investigated to see
if it's a live lead."
Heckscher said that both U.S. experts
and Greek security officials now agree
that the bomb was placed in the
passenger cabin and not the cargo hold,
as Greek officials had said on
Wednesday.
In Cairo, the head of the Cairo Port
Authority was quoted as dismissing
claims that the bomb was planted by a
passenger who boarded in Cairo.
Earlier, a security official at the Cairo
airport said that after the explosion,
Egyptian officials checked the names of
passengers who were on the CairoAthens-Rome flight.
"We had no suspicion about anyone
on the list," he said, speaking on condition of anonymity. "That plane left
here completely clean."

Newco Market

Main Street, Orono - 866-7710
.One Stop Shopping
Slice, Diet Slice,
Hires, Crush
2 liter
Schweppes Mixers

99c
plus tax & dep.

2/99c

1 liter

plus tax & dep.

Busch

.$9.79

suit case (24/12 oz. cans)

Applications must be received by Richard C. Bowers,
Vice President for Academic Affairs, 201 Alumni Hall,
prior to 4:10- p7rn., Wednesday, April 9, 1986.
Application forms are available in the Vice President
fdr Academic Affairs Office, 201 Alumni Hall and the
Center for Student Services, Dean's Office, second floor,
Memorial Union.

plus tax & dep.

Busch

$4.89

12/12 oz. cans

plus tax & dep.

Portland Lager Is Here!
$5.19 6pk
plus tax & dep.

VCR Rentals
$6 weekdays
$10 weekends

Tapes
2 for $1 Mon, Tues,.Wed
$2 Th-Sun

* Agency Liquor Store *

4, 1986.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Astronauts favor
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WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the enthusiastic concurrence of
America's most experienced
astronauts, the Challenger commission on Thursday recommended that an independent safety
panel oversee space shuttle travel
to end a "king of Russian roulette"
in which NASA flies without fixing problems.
The safety panel, suggested by
astronaut Henry Hartsfield, was
instantly endorsed by commission
chairman William P. Rogers, who
said "all of us think there should
be an independent safety panel of
some kind." One commissioner
said an astronaut should be on thepanel.
The commission,, at the midpoint of its four-month life, heard
four of America's most experienced astronauts say they did not
know or did not re-alize the
seriousness of booster rocket problems. They disagreed over
whether an escape mechanism
should be added to the shuttle.

IRS predicts-fewer
problems this year
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Internal Revenue Service is geared

up for more than 45 million individual tax returns that are expected to be filed during the next
12 days. But if you've waited this
late to file, you'll have to wait
longer than usual for a refund.
Even so, Commissioner Roscoe
L. Egger Jr. promised Thursday,
the IRS is not worried that the lastminute crush will create the kind
of delays and backlogs that embarrassed the agency last year.
On the average, Egger said,
refunds have been going out within
five weeks after the return is filed.
As the April 15 filing deadline approaches, that will be stretched to
six or seven weeks.

BANGOR, Maine (AP) —The Rev.
Daniel Dunphy, the Baptist Church
minister from Lee who has been embroiled in controversy since last summer, was
sentenced to six months in jail Thursday
for assaulting a woman.
Dunphy was found guilty in Superior
Court in February of having pushed a
woman to the ground when she tried to
prevent him from taking her 16-year-old
foster child away to his church. The girl
said she wanted to go.

AUGUSTA;MaTn`e(AP)---:The
chairman of the Ogunquit board
of selectmen was convicted of
assault and fined $200 in Superior
Court Thursday.
- Selectman John Miller also
must pay $650 in restitution to the
district attorney for punching a
citizen who complained about
utility poles that had been erected
. on a parking lat near his home in
1984. The incident 'occurred last
June after a meeting in which the
Department of Environmental
Protection ruled that the town had
to dismantle the poles or sink them
deeper into the ground.

meet me at

The atmosphere in Lee has been tense
since Dunphy's radical preaching began
to anger townspeople. They were annoyed when church members brought
their religious views door-to-door and
when Dunphy mounted a loudspeaker
on the church steeple to broadcast his
sermons.
He says the hostility stems from his
preaching against drinking, smoking,
and absence from church, but he maintains he is only trying to save people
from the devil.
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Brian Ouellette
Civil Engineering
uticW's Harbor, ME
Activities: Air Force
ROTC, Senior Skulls,
Arnold Air. Society,
SCabbard and Blade -Honor
Society, Intramural Rep.

"The University of Maine offers_t he experience: a_ place to challenge one's
self academically and to develop the person as a whole. Time spent here is
short, but the memory of this experience - Final Exams, Thursday night at
the Den, Bumstock, Saturday football games - will always remain an important part of its graduates!'

The Challenge is still on!
for more information contact the General Alumni Association at 581-1132
TAKE THE CHALLENGE - MAKE THE FUTURE
SENIOR CHALLENGE - The Class of 1986
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Dunphy begins jail term
for assault conviction
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Stillwater Village
Now Renting For-September

University ofMaine at Orono
Department ofTheatre/lImer
presents
MoNres Classic Farce
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Editorial
KELLY MULLINS

Exploitation in art
Many talented people were involved in this year's
Pavilion Theatre series. Many of them are probably
thinking that their hard work and effort have gone
unappreciated because the plays selected seemed to
have inspired more controversy than they inspired
pats on the backs from the average theater-goer.
But below the surface, just the opposite is true.
This year's play selection has been the liveliest in
memory. Students, faculty and staff of the UMO
community are saying good things about the
adventurous season, which ended on Easter week
with Agnes of God by John Pielmeier. The only
concern one may have is that the play selection
may be scheduled more conscientiously in regards
to- the calendar.
Agnes of God is set in a convent. Although a
convent is an unexpected place for sexual activity,
a nun, Sister Agnes, had given birth -to a baby that
was killed. Throughout the play, the question
recurs: Did Sister Agnes murder the baby's. Was
Sister Agnes really a virgin?
But at issue here is: Did the department of
theatre/dance exploit the Easter season, and
discredit the kiard work and effort of the many
fine workers within the department, by_scheduling
the play for Holy Week?
Al Cyrus, chairman of the department, maintained that scheduling Agnes of God for Easter
was an accident. •

Writer's block

"We look at how many weeks there are between
productions. We look at how many weeks there are
in the productions, how many weeks of rehearsal
there are, how much preparation time there needs
to be, what the play is scheduled next to and
against, Cyrus said.
"We try to conform to the school holidays,
breaks, and other things in such a way that we can
actually get the play (running). The fact that it ran
in Easter week, frankly, never entered my mind,"
he said.
Plays have inspired controversy ever since they
were written. Modern playwrights write about contemporary people and their problems metaphprically. The issues raised during the Pavilion series addressed dilemmas of communication, of the power
structure built into society, religion and education.
The student director have been exposed to a
higher leyel of expectations from their audiences,
who pay admission to see the shows.
Susan Smith, director of Agnes of God, said she
knew the play was controversial, adding that it
contained an underlying message of hope."
Perhaps the message would have been better
-communicated-at another-time.

Crwvirr-z.reas71www-aik.r-

Every once in a while, journalism majors experience what is called writer's
block. Cases of writer's block range
from severe to mild.
In severe cases, the writer sits at the
PC terminal shaking uncontrollably
while looking at a blank screen. After an
hour passes and still no progress has
been made, the writer may begin to
hallucinate, carefully stringing letters
together to make fictious words which
only make sense to the creator. The
writer, laughing in hysterics thinks what
has just been written is worthy of a
Nobel prize.
Another tactic to get rid of writer's
block is begging or groveling. Many
writers have been known to hit the floors
of the Maine Campus crawling from
reporter to reporter begging for someone
to cover a story Or write a column.
If taking drugs or-begging falls, I try
to solicit ideas from my seemingly intellectual friends who are never at a lost
for ideas.
One friend suggested that I do a story
on jello. As a fifth- year senior he had
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Reader criticizes views
defining language law
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After reading the March 28 edition of
the Daily Maine Campus, I feel I must
respond to Jessica Lowell's editorial titled "The Noble Crusade."
After several years of studying the
English language, I found Lowell's
editorial to be a bit naive. Lowell, it
seems, is in favor of strictly defining the
laws that govern the English language.
I believe that this attitude may be very
hazardous to the continued well-being of
my(and Lowell's!) favorite vehicle of expression.
The physical world that we live in today is vastly different than it was 100,
50 or even 20 years ago. Alf languages
must change to reflect this. Old words
fall out of common usage and drop from
a language to be replaced by newer
words, which are better fitted to describe
modern phenomena(many examples of
this can easily be found in any dictionary
— most will be noted as archaic).
All languages are in a constant state
of change, that's why, at times, reading
Shakespeare is difficult — even though
he wrote in modern English. Old words
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formulated a theory that only freshman
ate jello. His reasoning was that subconsciously jello reminds freshman of
their mothers. He suggested that I take
survey of everyone in the cafeteria eating
jello and show my results on the front
page of the Campus.
Dennis, from Dunn, suggested that I
do a story on why there is always a shortage of small teaspoons in Wells Commons. He thinks a story like this falls
under the category of students' right to
know.
Another friend knows - a friend of
friend whose cousin hag-an aunt who
can spin plates on her nose and recite the
Lord's Prayer at the same time.
The same friend also knows a girl who
can perform works of Mozart on her
braces with a custom-made gold-plated
toothpick.
With all these ideas, I have no excuse
to plead writer's block. If other people
can think of top-quality stories, there is
no reason why the Maine Campus
should run an article about stray dogs
on the front page.
1 almost forgot Bill Lane thinks I
should write a story on him. Who is Bill
Lane?
Kelly Mullins is a seniorjournalism major from Waterville who is anxiously
awaiting the arrival Dennis Harmon and
friendsfrom Silicon Valley. Sorry, Dennis, no Champagne or Wok,just granola
and tofu.
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Word genderization results in sexism
To the editor:
I would like to offer this in
response to the editorial of
April I regarding non-sexist
language.
Yes, sad as it is, there is an
abundance of sexism in
literature and oral expression;
however, the point made is lost
when one considers such words

as mentioned in the editorial. -words.
The "man" in such words as:
Sexism only arises when such
chairman, policeman, fireman words are genderized, as in
and mankind stems from the fireman and firewoman, to
Greek or Latin "manus," which . mean male or female. Sexism
translates to human or person. should be eliminated, but in atIn this light, a fireman is any tempting to de-sex the language
person, male or female, who one actually increases the
deals with fires. In this same already existing gap.
light, a woman is a female perI love my language too much
son. This applies to all such to support an attempt to but-

cher it. Besides, English is the
only Romance language which
is not based on a foundation of
all nouns being attached with a
masculine of feminine article.
Which makes more sense:
Women and human or wopeople and hupeople?
Marc Zaffino
Gannett Hall

Dates set for next dump site hearing
To the editor:

A hearing by the Department
of Energy on the proposed
nuclear high level waste dump
sitewas held at Indian Island in
Old Town, Tuesday from 5 p.m.
to 10 p.m. on April 1. Five,
count em, five students from
the University of Maine at
Orono went to those hearings.
OK, all you good ole boys
and girls out there, what's the
matter with you? Why on Earth
would you want to sit backand_
do nothing, not one damn
thing, to try and'top this from
happening?
-- - -- Don't tell me you don't
believe in the system, you've
bought it, right here at the illustrious UMO. If you didn't
know it was happening, that
speaks for itself.

Not a single high-rolling
university professor stood up to
illuminate the record with
countless facts to be drawn
from years of expertise so the
general public might get a
chance to hear the academic
case against this absurdity.
Folks, we are talking about
high level, bomb grade, nuclear
waste being deposited en masse
in the state of Maine. Come on,
let's get with it.
Granted. The Daily Bungled
News printed the announcement for the hearing two days
before on page 15. Public
Broadcasting announced it the
day before and Aprill and carried the Portland hearings.
The student station didn't
know the hearings were happening and mangaged to include

this in its news after a phone
call informing them.
Naturally our campus
newspaper, fodder for aspiring
journalist, has been well behind
the forefront of what should be
of real interest and commitment
to UMO students and faculty.
Consider the consequences of a
high level radioactive dump site
here in Maine to the so-called
nonprofit University of Maine.
You have until April 16 to
write the Department of Energy
to enter the record against this
plan. The record, oral and written, is the greater part of what
determines how the DOE can or
cannot approach this plan. Give
it a try, so you can tell your
grandchildren that back in the
days when you were just a
know- nothing peon university
student you stood up to protect

Commentary

Maine from this disaster. The
rest will be history.
Address your remarks to:
Department of Energy
Crystalline Repository Project
Office
9800 South Cass Ave.
Argonne, Illin. 60439
Tel: (312) 972-2675
The next hearings will be held
on Friday, April 4 at Mattanawcouk Academy in Lineoln
from 5 P.m. to 10 p.m. and at
Lake Regional High School in
Naples from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
A public hearing will be held at
Calais High School on Tuesday,
April 8 from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Jane Winne
Pine Street
Orono

Student Legal Services

Rape
may also gradually change meanings.
"Fortune," for example, once was
synonymous to "fate," but now more
often means "riches." Therefore, the
transformation of "party" from a noun
to verb, or "wicked" undergoing a slight
change in meaning should not be
surprising.
"Techno-jargon" words are always,
and should always be, entering the
language. Consider this: the verb "but"
is now a very useful and permanent part
of the English language.
I do not mean to say that gramma'
should be ignored completely. Grammar
serves as a very important general rule
of-thumb for structuring sentences, ed.
However, even grammatical rules may
prove to be flexible over a period of time
A language is not a static thing. It is
a constantly changing and growing pool
of words and idioms specially designed
so ,that its speakers can freely and
honestly express themselves. If the
growth of a language is brought to a halt
by those who fear change, then it will
die.
Dan Reed Grimble
Penobscot Hall
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ape is a serious crime. In Maine
it is grouped with murder as a
Class A offense. But rape is a
much more common crime and one less
often brought to the bar of justice. Few
murders go undetected; many rapes go
unreported, and so, unpunished.

In. the past, a woman who charged a
man with rape exposed herself to a series
of public humiliations at the hands of
police, defense attorneys and even
judges. Any woman not unambiguously asexual was apt to find herself — not
the rapist — in the metaphorical dock,
in danger of finding herself a convicted
"slut!' All too often the basis of the
defendant's defense was, "She asked for
it."
In recent years, changing notions of
sexuality and changing patterns of sexual behavior have forced the courts to
take a long, hard look at who asks for
what and when.
Deciding these things in any particular
case is complicated by the fact that
women often know — sometimes by acquaintance, sometimes only by sight —
the men who rape them. Since many
rapes take place in small towns or
tightlyknit urban neighborhoods, this is
hardly surprising.
Another complicating factor is the exacting standard used for criminal
evidence. In order to convict, a jury must
be convinced "beyond the shadow of a
reasonable doubt" the accused has actually done the crime. There are usually
no witnesses to rape and the stories of
plaintiff and defendant may vary
considerably.

However, recent legislative changes
and a string of court decisions make it
very clear that the political and judicial
apparatus of the state of Maine respects
and is willing to back a woman's right
to say no, even if the man who won't take
no for an answer is her husband, someone with whom she has had a sexual
relationship, or someone with whom she
is having a social engagement.
One of the defining criteria of the
crime of rape is the element of compul:
sion. In Maine you are considered to
have submitted under compulsion not
only if you are so physically restrained
that you can't fight back but if you are
so threatened that you (quite reasonably)
fear that death, serious bodily harm or
kidnapping is likely to result if you try
to resist (17A MRSA 251).
Under Maine law, any sexual intercourse performed under physical
restraint or fear of physical harm is rape.
In its strongly worded decision last
year in the case of State v. Robinson (496
A2d 1067), Maine's Supreme Judicial
Court made it explicit that even if, in the
middle of uncompelled sexual intercourse, a woman decides she wants to
stop, and the intercourse proceeds under
compulsion, that non-consensual, compelled portion of the act is rape.
Likewise, so-called "date-rape" is as
fully a rape as the proverbial back-alley
assault by a total stranger.
It is a "mitigating circumstance" that
on the occasion of the rape you were a
"voluntary social companion" of your
rapist. But in the first place, the mitigation involved isn't very great. (It reduces
the rape to a Class B offense, punishable
by a fine of up to $10,000 and a prison
term of up to 10 years.)

In the second place, for the mitigation
to occur, you must, on the occasion in
question, not only have been a voluntary
social companion of your rapist, but
have voluntarily permitted — before the
rape — "sexual contact" to occur.
"Sexual contact" is very carefully
defined (I7A MRSA 251). In this context, it means touching the genitals in
such a way as to arouse or gratify sexual desire. Holding hands, kissing, the
fondling of breasts are not included and
hence are not mitigating factors. The
logic at work here, spurious though it
may be, is that the crime is mitigated
because the woman has given her companion a clear signal that consensual
sexual intercourse may reasonably be expected to follow. Nevertheless, rape —
whatever the preliminaries, and despite
mitigating factors — is still rape, and still
a crime.
What this means is that kissing a date
goodnight(no matter how passionately)
does not oblige a woman to go any further — much less "all the way!' It means
that someone who has paid for a meal
or a movie has no right to expect —
much less demand — sexual favors in
return. It means that someoneto whom
a woman has granted sexual access in the
past has no right to demand — much
less extort — it in the present.
Furthermore, last year's session of the
Legislature amended the criminal code
so that rape by a husband is — like rape
by anyone else — a crime.
If you have been raped, call the Rape
Crisis Center (942-7442, 24 hours a day).
Get whatever medical attention, emotional support and professional counseling you need. And then think very
seriously about calling the police.
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Magazine
features more of a R&B sound. "Rubber Bullets" is typical with a scathing
portrait of the conditions in Soweto and
praising the work of Man-Tutu (Bishop
Desmond Tutu).
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WINTER HOURS "WAIT T1L THE
MORNING" Link

Send upcoming events to
Communique Suite 7A Lord Hall

PASSOVER
CELEBRATIONS
B'nai B'rith Hillel, in cooperation with
the Hilltop Complex, invite you to a
SEDER on the 2nd night of
PASSOVER.

0-Positive and Winter Hours are both
bands that Michael Stipe(R.E.M.) mentions in concert. That atone should Indicate the tone of "Wait Til The Morning". While 0-Positive merely shares a
few common roots Winter Hours insists
on photostating the entire R.E.M. tree.
For R.E.M. fans with a penchant for articulate lyrics.

Records
in review
By Barnaby Garrison
Thomas
CRAZY 8's "NERVOUS IN SUBURBIA" RED RUM RECORDS
Forget that they were on Star Search,
this band's real music has political lyrics
and ska-through-funk tunes. "Suburbia"
••••••••OOOOO

RIM & THE BELIEVERS "INTERNATIONAL FUNK" 12" Harmony
This disc showed up with no band bio,
no history, and no coverage in the trade
papers. But they should have all of these
because a band this good, offering fiesty, infectious funk should be "internationally" famous. The combining of reggae inspired, aware lyrics and tasty
drum/bass grooves, truely makes this a
funk for all people.

Reservations required by April 16. For
more
information, contact:
Andrew Matlins 866-3527, or Charles
Adelberg 3155 (leave name, no., if not in)

1VCF
Comming
p.m.
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Pavilion 1
$3.
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_informatic
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Demsey at
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OPEN TO ALL GREEKS
and non-greeks alike

BRA;
Daily

BLA1

Thursday, April 24, 6:00 p.m.
at the Hilltop Cafeteria
All students, faculty, and staff are
welcome.

Friday,

Daily

Come hear T.J. Schmitz, Executive Vice President of
•
•
Tau Kappa Epsilon National Fraternity speak about the •
necessity ofmotivation and responsibility in Greek and •
•
college life.
•
Don't miss this enjoyable evening that combines
humor with an enlightening discussion on Greek life at
college.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AP
Daily

DI
Daily

NOM
Daily

Dai

SPEAKER: T.J. Schmitz, Executive Vice President
of Tau Kappa Epsilon National Fraternity.

46
,

BI
Daily

TOPIC: Motivation and Responsible Fun
) For those students regularly celebrating Passover
who
) would like to attend a 1st night SEDER (Wednesd
ay
eve, April 23) with a local Jewish family, conta
ct
-Charles Adelberg, Faculty Adiiror to Hillel 3155
,
ASAP.

LOCATION: 101 Neville Hall
TIME: Monday, April 7 at 8:00 pm
Sponsored by the Fraternity Board and Panhellenic Association

(
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Prince album for
die-hard fans

by Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer

Cate Davis as Elis and Joe Foss as Hapagon will perfo
rm this weekend in
"The Miser" at UMO's Pavilion Theatre

Communiqué'
Friday. April 4

Saturday, April 5.

IVCF Movie: "It's Friday But Sunday's
Comming!" North Bangor Lounge, 6:30
p.m.

Theatre/Dance: The Miser, The Pavilion
Theatre, 8 p.m. $3.
Bear's Den: Band, the Rare Birds.

Fo'c'sle, Lown Room, 7:30 p.m.

SEA MOVIES: Ghostbusters, Hauck
Auditorium, 7 and 9 p.m., $2 with UMO
ID.

Pavilion Theatre: "The Miser," 8 p.m.
$3.
Impulse Dance Company, Hauck
Auditorium, 8 p.m., call 581-1963 for
information.

Focus: Fo'c'sle, Lown rooms, 7:30 p.m.

Music Department: "Tenor Madness,"
with Jay Bregman, Bob Keeler, Dave
Demsey and Joe LaFlamme, Lord Hall,
8 p.m. admission.

Theatre/Dance: The Miser, The Pavilion
Theatre, 2 and 8 p.m. $3.
Focus: Klezmer Conservatory Band,
Hauck Auditorium, 4 p.m.

Bear's Den: Band, the Rare Birds.

BRAZIL
Daily

•R

TEL.942-1302

6:20

9:15

Daily

BLACK MOON RISING (R)
Daily

1:40

7:30

12:50

7:20

9:30

12:30

Daily

12:40

1:20

6:50

9:20

7:10

9:40

HANNA AND HER SISTERS(PG-13)
Daily

1:10

DOWN AND OUT (R)
Daily

GUNG HO
7:00

POLICE ACADEMY III (PG)

9:50

APRIL FOOLS DAY (R)
Daily

AL ummift.
(P -1

CINEMAS 1-8
I-95(EXIT 49)STILLWATER AVENUE

6:50

9:10

MONEY PIT (PG)
9:00

Daily

1:30

8 50

6:30

BREWE
OUT OF AFRICA
Daily
7:00

ROUTE IA

The recently instituted TECHNOLOGY AND
SOCIETY PROJECT is pleased to
offer its first course, TSO-251 TRANSPORTATION
AND SOCIAL CHANGE.(cr.3)
Come along for ai academic advent
ure with a group of engineers and
social scientists who will, on occasion, join you
in listening to guest lecturers from
the Humanities
and Social Sciences, including
President Johnson.
Pre-requisite: sophomore standing.
This interdisciplinary course, open to undergraduate
students from all colleges, will
be gisen in the fall semester at a time to be arranged betwee
n the students and faculty in September. It will provide a brief introduction to
the technologies of three modes
of transportation as well as analyses of the effects these
technologies have had on
society. ENGINEERING STUDENTS MAY
CHOOSE TS0-251 AS A
HUMANITIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE ELECTIVE.

The schedule and syllabus for the cour
se are as
follows:
First WeekSecond,WeekWeeks 3-6-

CINEMAS 1-

BREWER SHOPPING CENTER
NOMAD
Daily
6:30
8:30

COLOR
PURPLE

989-3313

Daily

8:00

PG-13

Weeks 7-9PRETTY IN PINK
Daily

PG

6:45

8:40

PO4

ELLSWORTH
CINEMA I

*MIMI COS:,

Daily

BLACK MOON RISING
6:45
9:15

Flown la

2

Ili rA7-3.7st.

Weeks 10-12-

PRETTY IN PINK
Daily

7:00

The confusing "Christopher
Tracy's Parade" and the sappy
"Under The Cherry Moon" sound
like variations of merry-go-round
or vaudeville music and the lyrics
are as impressive. "Do U Lie" has
a strange romantic texture provided by an accordion that was surely stolen from a Parisian cafe.
"Life Can Be So Nice" is an innovative tune that changes key so
frequently it seems directly juxtaposed to the smoothness of
"Anotherloverholenyohead,"
another cut from Parade that purports: "You need another lover like
you need a hole in yo' head."
The__album- finishes—up- with—
"Sometimes It Snows In April,"
a traditional ballad mourning the
death of Christopher Tracy.
Maybe Parade will grow on you.
Or maybe it will be more enjoyable
after seeing Under The Cherry
Moon. Whatever the case, unless
you're a die-hard Prince fan, you
may want to hear the whole album
before shelling out for it.

Course Announcement

Sunday, April 6

= AN

Parade was released just last
week, bu,t "Kiss" has been on the
airwaves for about a month now.
Though indicative of the popular
promotional ploy that titillates
radio listeners with a taste of an
album long before it is available in
record stores, "Kiss" is hardly indicative of the other tunes on
Parade.
Promoted as music from the
motion picture Under The Cherry
Moon which is due to be released
in June, Prince and the Revolution
has once again put but an album
that isn't much like the others
before it. Around The World In A
Day, the first Prince album released last year under the new dual
label Paisley Park/Warner Bros.
Records Inc., is quite different
from the 1984 Purple Rain movie
score. This difference is reflected in
each Prince album through—out the
evOlution orpurnle sound.
"Kiss" was probably chosen as
the first release because it is one of
the few viable dance tracks on
Parade. Band member Wendy's
guitar work is reminiscent of the
clear, simple sound on Dirty Mind,
Prince's second and most
outrageous album. "Mountains," however, is the best dance

tune, maintaining that "love will
conquer if you just believe" with
a solid, typical beat.
"New Position," which is
about just that, slows into "I
Wonder U" with vocals most likely by Wendy and Lisa (though no
credit is given to them on the
jacket). Sheila E. joins the Revolution on "Girls & Boys," a tune
billed as a "French seduction" that
is ladden with horns - "Vous etes
tres belle, mama, girls and boys

9:00

PG43
Weeks 13-14-

RIDE THE SHUTTLE BUS
to the Bangor Mall Cinemas!!
Departs UMO at 6:00 and 6:45 p.m.
Returns to UMO at 8:55 and 9:40 p.m
Round trip tickets only $1.50
Bus leaves Hauck Auditorium Circle every Friday and Saturday
for the first showings only.
STUDENT MOVIE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE!
Bus sponsored by Gamma Sigma Sigma

Class Organization and James Acheson "How it Was"
Thomas Ducheseau - "Innovation"
Norman Smith - Rail Transpotation
Richard Judd on "Railroads and American
Industrialzation"
Robert Babcock on
"Street Railways"
Mark Levinson - Air
Transportation
Kirk Vaughn on "The
Cultural Impact and
Literature ot Aviation"
John Alexander - Automotive
Transportation
Abul Huq on "Urban Transporta
tion"
Arthur Johnson on "Pipelines"
James Acheson - "The Social
Changes"
Field Trip to the Transportation
Museum

Further information on this
course may be obtained from
PROFESSOR
MARK LEVINSON, Ext.
2127, 208b Boardman Hall.
Faculty Affiliations:
Faculty Affiliations:
Acheson - Anthropology; Alexander - Civil

•
•

Engineering; Babcoc

k - History; Duchesneau - Econcomics; Huq - Economics; Johnson History and President, UMO; Judd History; Levinson
- Technical and Society Project and
Mechanical Engineering; Smith - Agricul
tural Engineering
and Dean of Engineering and Science
; Vaughn - English.
%%%%%••••••••%•••
•••••••%%%%%%%

••

%%%%%%••%%%%%%

•••••••••

iMOCIIOLIU

Parade
Prince and the Revolution
Paisley Park/Warner Bros.
Records Inc.

•
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Pavilion series ends with mystery in a convent
by M.C. Davis
Staff Writer
Agnes ofGod, by John Pielmeier; at
the Pavilion Theatre; Susan L.D. Smith,
director; Patrick J Scully, set designer;
Barry Pineo, lighting designer; Rebecca
L. Ireland, costume designer.
The Pavilion Theatre series closed its
season dubiously as the production of
"Agnes of God" by John Pielmeier ended its run in Holy Week. Agnes maintains that the joy of faith is an illusion,
that its promises are cheap jokes, and
that the only way to cope with life's
mysteries is to regard the world as a
stage.
What a dubious message for the
Easter season. But even so, the script had
lots of life in it. And Director Susan L.D.
Smith did a fine job focussing the pro-

Looking
for
an
APARTMENT
for next semester?
call Ekelund
Properties
at 866-2516
1,2,3,4,& 5
bedroom apts
walking distance
to UMO

duction with good, solid blocking.
The ancient Roman officials preferred
Smith's cast was experienced and could to drive the nails through their victimsskate adequately over the pitfalls con- wrists, not the palms. The wrists can
tained in the script.
support the victims body weight much
The action takes place in a convent. longer. Christ's palms would have more
At issue is the birth of a baby that was than likely been ripped under the stress
born to one of the residing nuns and was of having to supporting so much body
killed shortly after birth. Sister Agnes weight. But that is a matter of physics
(Jennifer Yoder) pleads immaculate con- and, as such, is beyond the scope of this
ception to explain her situation. It is said column.
Another departure from logic involves
that at one time, Sister Agnes had holes
in the palms of her hands, in imitation the nun's insistence that Sister Agnes is
a virgin, childbirth notwithstanding.
of Christ's crucifixion on the cross.
The baby, a girl, was found dead after
The real question here is: How can
she was strangled by the umbilical chord. contemporary people, much less nuns,
Mother Miriam Ruth (Charlene Hirsch) assume that that baby — which has
is worried that this killing may become caused the convent nothing but trouble
public knowledge and wishes the whole since the day it was conceived — "livepisode would blow over.
ing" proof that God performs miracles
But that will not happen because Dr. now as He did in Biblical times?
Martha Livingstone (Johanna WhitOver and above, one cannot help but
more) is a conscientious psychiattisfon wonder how a woman as mentall
y
a tireless pursuit of the truth. Her quest unstable as Sister Agnes got accepte
d by
cannot end until she solves the mystery. the a nunnery in the first place.
In fact,
But that will not happen either, unless all her statements are questionable and
Dr. Livingstone can determine: who the must rely on the listener's faith in Sister
baby's fatheris;Trthe baby's aiith was Agnes.
intentional or accidental; if the nun, who
Dr. Livingstone hypnotizes Sister
claims to be a virgin, has hands that
Agnes
to expedite the investigation. But
sometimes bleed at the palms; and how
even
under
hypnosis, Sister Agnes can
to best elicit information from Mother
Ruth who, relatively, seems like a tower
of strength compared to Sister Agnes. In
the script, Pielmeier produces some fine
scenes that are so good, in fact, that the
audience might ignore the script's lack
a credibility.
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In the first place, Christ could not
have been crucified with the nails going
through his palms, according to popular
wisdom.

BEAR'S DEN COFFEEHOUSE
Proudly Presents
Sunday,

only be expected to tell the truth as she
_believes it to be.
These flights of fantasy contained
some first-rate scenes that the experienced, small cast at the Pavillion could sink
their teeth into. One featured Mother
Ruth (Hirsch)smoking a cigarette on the
quiet. Another features Sister Agnes
.(Yoder) under hypnosis as she re-lives the
child's conception. Whitmore gave a
controlled performance as Dr. Livingstone, the pensive psychiatrist whose
exposition gels the scenes together.
When the ending comes, Sister Agnes is
dead, Mother Ruth's day is completely
ruined, and Dr. Livingstone (who has
not been given enough information to
solve the mysteries) is somehow stronger
because of her encounter with Sister
Agnes.
The script offered no optiops to the
premise that God was the baby's
biological father, which some theatergoers may have found upsetting,
especially during Easter. But more than
that, the script contained too many
creative influences from the play
"Equus" by Peter Shaffer. The main difference is, instead of a gripping story
about a boy and his horse, it becomes
a story about a nun and her baby.

-rim

SAMPLE

Maine humorist Tim Sample
will be live at the
Bear's Den Coffeehouse
kicking off the first of several
alcohol free Sunday Nights.
The Bear's Den will be featuring
3 special free coffee drinks:
Black Bear
Bananas
French Cooler
FREE CHEESECAKE

('harlene Hirsch as she appeared preparing for her role as Mother
Miriam
Ruth in the PaNilion Theater's production Agnes of (;od. (I.i‘cri
ght photo)

An Evening With

Livingston Taylor

with special guest appearances by

Tickets are free
and therefore limited'
Pick yours up at the
Information Booth, Memorial
Union starting Wed., April 2.
Your ticket may be one of
10 lucky prize winners'

II

0

Come for the fun,
come for the coffee,
but most of all,
come for the laughsl

Christine Lavin

Bill Morrissey

Saturday, April 12
Bangor Opera House
8:00 pm
$10 main floor
$8 balcony
Co Sponsored by
IMO Residential Life, Student Government,
Coffee Development Group
CDG is supported by financing from the Promotion F
of the International Coffee Organization
--4-----*ono

0

4•INE

Tickets available at Scund Source in
Bangor; The Grasshopper Shops
in Bangor and Ellsworth; Dr.
Records in Orono; or call 374-24
89.
a presentation of Salt Pond
Communications
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Sports
More recruits on the way for hockey team
by Jon Rummler
Staff.Writer
Watching the Michigan State University hockey team triumph over Harvard
University in the NCAA championship
game at the Providence Civic Center last
Saturday, Maine coach Shawn Walsh
could have only been more pleased if his
own Black Bears had accomplished the
same feat.
The former Michigan St. assistant
coach watched the upperclassmendominated Spartans come from behind
to nip the Crimson, 6-5. And while the
victory alone probably brought a smile
to the second-year coach's lips, the real
significance comes disguised in the fact
that only four of the Spartans' players
were not Walsh recruits.

"It gives us a good indicator of where
we are," Walsh said, comparing the
Black Bears' progress with that of
Michigan St. "The key to their success
is the experience they displayed with a
junior and senior led team."
Maine's predominantly freshmen and
sophomore squad finished 11-28-1 after
going 12-29-1 in 1984-85. Maine finished fifth (8-25-1) in Hockey East this
season after finishing seventh (8-26-0) in
1984-85.
"The key for us is we're going to be
that more mature next season," Walsh
said. "But, we are still going to be young
with only three seniors next year."
Still, the sole transformation of some
underclassmen to upperclassmen won't
solve the sluggish Maine power play (12,___ • +
percent) or the 3.4 goals per game

average, overnight. Consequently, Walsh
has once again scoured Canada and the
East for hockey talent, which in the
coach's opinion is just as good if not better than this year's recruits.
Walsh was looking for a couple of
goal finishers with the capabilities of
sophomore Mike Golden to bolster
Maine's offense and power plays. Walsh
attributes Maine's 4-13-1 record in onepoint games to the Black Bears' inability to reach the net on their manadvantage opportunities.
Guy Perron and Christian Lelonde
from the Montreal area are two players
that have stated their intent of playing
for Maine. Both players, which were
sought after by Providence College and
RP1, are currently playing wing in a

junior college league. Each should add
handily to Maine offensive output.
On another trip in British Columbia
— the home region of goalie Al Loring,
who shared league Rookie of the Year
honors with Boston University's Scott
Young — Walsh has picked up both a
goaltender and defenseman.
Scott King is slated for the back-up
goalie slot. King and Loring faced off
in a seven-game junior college playoff
series last year. Loring's team won with
a 2-1 overtime win in the seventh game.
Both goalies had over 70 saves in the
contest.
Claudio Scremin is fb-e defenseman
slated to either take the place of Neil
Johnson or Scott Smith. Scremin is a
64;185 pounder and is expected to be
(see RECRUITS page 12)

ON-SITE REGISTRATION, FALL 1986 PROCEDURES
Begin the process by picking up a registration form
at the appropriate distribution site.
College of Arts and Sciences
Freshmen in the Residentially - based Freshman
Advising Program - from advisor
All other freshmen and sophomores - 110 Stevens Hall
Juniors and seniors - major department office
Others - 110 Stevens Hall
College of Business Administration
Registration forms will be mailed to Business students at local
addresses.
College of Education
All students except HPR majors report to Barb Corley, 135 Rubles
Hall. HPR majors go to 105 Lengyel Hall.
College of Engineering and Science
Declared' majors report to major department office.
Undeclared majors, General Engineering and Special students report to
101 Barrows Hall.
College of Forest Resources
All students go to 210 Nutting Hall.
Graduate School
Pick up materials at major-department or at 2 Winslow Hall.
College of Life _Sciences and Agriculture
Students will report to their academic advisors for registration forms
and directions regarding on-line registration.
Onward Program
Materials will be available at the Onward Building.
School of Engineering Technology
Pick up registration materials from advisor.
School of Nursing
Freshmen and Sophomores in pre-nursing go to 110 Stevens Hall.
Juniors and Seniors go to School of Nursing Office, College Avenue.
Technical Division of Life Sciences and Agriculture.
Registration material is obtained from the advisor.
University College
Bangor based IY and 2Y students go to. advisors.
Special students report to Dean's Office, Acadia Hall.
Orono based students go to 106 Chadbourne Hall.
ONCE YOU HAVE PICKED UP YOUR REGISTRATION FORM,
CONSULT YOUR DEAN'S OFFICE OR -- DEPARTMENT FOR SPECIFIC TIMES TO REPORT.

Registration Appointment Schedule, April 7-18, 1986
Consult your Dean's Office or Department for specific times to report.
Returning seniors and current juniors
April 7 and 8
Current sophomores and associate degree students
April 10 and 11
Current freshmen
April 14 and 15
Make up days for those Unable to make earlier
appointments
April 9 and 16
Specials, readmits, transfers, etc.
April 17
Graduate students: A-C
April 7
D-H
April 8
I-M
April 10
N-S
April 11
T-Z
April 14
Onward students
April 10-18
University College
April 10-18

NOTE!If you shotild register for a restricted course without the
proper authorization, you can (and most probably will) be removed from the course.
A completed registration form is returned to the following locations on the
days specified above.
•
Arts and Sciences
Freshmen and Sophomores - 110 Stevens Hall
Juniors and Seniors - major departments
Hours are 8:00 am to 4:30 pm unless otherwise specified. Check sth
Student Information 110 Stevens Hall or at major department for
specific exceptions or inquiries about the process.
Business Administration
Return forms to 12 South Stevens Hall. Inquire there for further information. Hours will be 8:00 am to 4:30 pm.
College of Education
All students except HPR majors report to Barb Corley, 135 Shibles
Hall. HPR majors go to 105 Lengyel Hall.
Engineering and Science
Declared majors return forms to major department office.
Undeclared majors, General Engineering and Special Students return
material to 101 Barrows Hall. Hours are 8:00 am to 4:30 pm.
Forest Resources
Register at 210 Nutting Hall betvveerr8:00 am and 4:30 pm. See Dean
Knight or Laurie Shaw for any additional information.
Graduate School
Forms are to be turned in at 2 Winslow Hall from 9:00 am to 12:00
noon and 1:30 pm to 4:30 pm. Inquiries are directed to Carrie Bolduc.
Life Sciences and Agriculture
Consult advisors as to where forms will be passed in and hours
available.
Onward Program
Students register at the OnWard Office between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm.
See Jerry Ellis for further information.
Engineering Technology
Return forms to same offices where picked up between 8:00 am and
4:30 pm. Joan Brissette or Carleen Swett will answer any questions
students may have.
School of Nursing
Return forms to same offices where picked up between 8:00 am and
4:30 pm. Joan Brissette or Carleen Swett will answer any questions
students may have.
Technical Division, Life Sciences and Agriculture
Students report to the department office of their major to be scheduled. Non-degree and upassigned students see Linda Crocker in 106
Winslow Hall.
niversity College
Bangor based students report to 135 Eastport Hall between 8:00 am
and 4:30 pm. Orono based students go to 106 Chadbourne Hall, same
hours.
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U.S. gymnasts to compete in S. African Games
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
(AP) — A gymnastics team from the
United States will participate in the
South African Games which open Friday amid a call for a boycott by South
Africa's black leaders.
John Arends, a spokesman for the
U.S. Gymnastics Federation, said the
organization felt its participation was
worthwhile even if it drew some criticism
from foes of South Africa's racial
segregation.
"Our position is basically that international sport is one of the last, best
hopes for strengthening international
understanding and for effecting positive
change," Arends said in Indianapolis.
"We are not politicians. We are not
statesmen. We are sportsmen."
Games officials said one of the
American gymnasts will be Corrine

•Recruits

chosen in the middle rounds of the NHL
draft.
Another key addition is the snaring of
defenseman Jack Capuano's brother,
Dave. According to BU coach Jack
Parker earlier this season, the younger
Capuano could be the best player to
come out of the East this year. The
Rhode Island native is ex_pected to play
wirijànd bolster the power play unit.
Maine beat out NCAA Final Four
participant, Denver University, for its
most recent addition, defenseman Bob
Beers. The 6-3, 195-pounder comes to
Maine after a year of play at Northern
Arizona. NA dropped its hockey program to club status and Maine has pick-

Wright, a 17-year-old black from New
York.
Organizers of the games herald the
two-week event, part of Johannesburg's
100th anniversary celebration, as the
greatest spectacle in the country's
history. They say it will demonstrate that
South African sports have been racially
integrated. South Africa has been excluded from the Olympics since 1960
because of its racial policies.
Organizers have been trying to attract
as much international participation as
possible, and games officials have said
more than 200 foreign athletes from 16
countries may compete.
The exact number of competitors, including the number of blacks, has not
been announced. But 6,000 athletes were
expected to march in a parade through
Johannesburg on Saturday.

The competition will range from
swimming and track to barefoot waterskiing and lawn bowling.
One of the world's most spQrtsobsessed countries, South Africa doesn't
disguise its hurt at being barred from the
Olympics and most international competitions. A vitamin manufacturer has
offered a bonus to be placed in a trust
fund for any amateur competitor at the

games who breaks an Olympic record.
Business support has been lukewarm
because of threatened black boycotts.
Multiracial boxing and professional soccer organizations have refused to
participate.
The first South African Games were
held in 1964, and the most recent was in
1981. Blacks were first allowed to participate in 1973.

DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
7 Oak St., Orono
866-7711
Thank God It's Friday Specials
Busch SnitcaSeS

(continued from page 11)

$9,59

24/12 oz. cans

plus tax & dep.

Miller Lite

ed up the freshman for next season
.
Beers, who had two goals and 22 assists.
was a lath round draft pick for the
Boston Bruins.
Jim Burke and Chuck Santoro are the
final committed players to Maine. Both
come from New Prep High School in
Cambridge, Mass. Burke is a 6-3, 203pound defenseman, while Santoro was
the team's leadinjscorer. Santoro, a forward, was named to the Massachusetts
Top 20 squad that will represent the stat
in the Junior Olympics.
Walsh is still in the process of
king for another goalie, with the. ssibility of another blue chipper, whom Walsh
didn't want to name until something
more solid developed, on the wings.

$3.35

6/16 oz. cans

plus tax & dep.

Michelob & Michelob Light

$6.49

12/12 oz. cans

plus tax & dep.

Soda (assorted flavors)

99'

2 liter

San Miguel, dark & light

plus tax & dep.

6/12 oz. bottles (save $2.4016pk).

$3.29
plus tax & dep.

We'Always Have Plenty Of Cold
Kegs On Hand

•elt

WHAT IS MAINE DAY?
SERVICE PROJECTS 8:00-12:00

f

Join the hundreds of students beautifying the campus! Proje
cts range from
cleaning the tennis courts to painting dormitory wings. If
you work in the
b morning, you will receive a button which entitles
you to free admission
to the barbeque and beach party. If you want to join the
hundreds beautifying the campus on MAINE DAY,
conact Laurie Lemieux at 581-4544 Rm.
312. "

BARBEQUE 11:00-3:00

RAY 114)S1QN

Help support Farm Aid

and eat at the chicken barbeque sponsored by Alpha
Gamma Rho.
It is being held in front of North Stevens Hall.
Students without a button only pay three
dollars! Get psyched for some great
food!!

00ZEBALL 2:00-5:00
Volleyball in the mud!! 8" of mud!! Oozeball is a fundraiser for Opera
tion
Liftoff, a wish fulfillment foundation for Maine's terminally ill children.
Help send a child to Disneyland! Come cheer the teams on by the close
d
off road near the performing arts center but... watch out for the mud!!

RAY BOSTON 9:00-1:00
What a party!! Sand, sun, and surf at Ray Boston's Summertime Anytime
beach party in the fieldhouse. Free admission if you work in the morning...
all others pay four dollars.

Classes will not be in session so everyone can participate on MAINE DAY. Wedn
esday,
April 23.
4.

SUMmiFir

anteanirs
VIMNICIIMI flhflML 111141&& ICS =MN

This Beach Party Includes the Real Stuff,
• Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream at No Cost
• Two Pools (One 3,000 gal. 3 ft. deep,
One 1,000 gal 2 ft. deep')
• Beach area complete with sand.
scenery, and sun lamps
• Heavy duty lighting to make everyone
look tanned
.Heating the room to a toasty
summertime temperature
.Two 8-ft lifeguard chairs
• Beach balls, chairs, and umbrellas
• Free T-Shirts
• Dance Floor
• Golf Area.
• Summertime decorations
.Twister games and much much more
All chat's missing is you and your bathing suit!
'In some vtust,ons only one pool .01 be used

